HD Video/Voice Recording Spy Pen
The new high definition spy camera pen with video
and voice recording features provides the facility to
make HD video recordings together with high-quality
audio as standard and can be switched between
straight and motion activated recording modes.

Product Code: PENC

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

A quality stylish slimline spy pen manufactured using quality materials in
a black and gold finish. Not only is the pen manufactured to an
extremely high quality, but it also has outstanding compatibility,
performance and functionality.

Ultimate Spy Camera Pen
At just over 13mm thick the spy pen is slim in comparison to cheaper
bulky products offered elsewhere and because it records on MJPG bit
rate of 16.4 Mbps rather than MJPEG4 so you can even watch back
footage directly onto your TV.Â The extremely small camera is located
just above the pen clip and is very discreet. The pen can be used to
write in the normal manner, but when obtaining video footage the pen is
best clipped into the top pocket of a shirt or jacket to capture events
when worn on the person or when left behind at home or in the office.
There is also the option of setting the device to record motion-activated
footage and this instance it could be deployed clipped into a jacket or
blazer pocket that is on a hanger or draped over the back of a chair.
The audio recording on this device is not a secondary consideration. As
such audio recording quality is excellent and with a sensitive
microphone the audio pick up range is at least a 6-metre radius. The
pen is ideal to capture important audio from situations such as
meetings, interviews or where verbal abuse or slander maybe
apparent.

High-Resolution Photographs

Features
Fully functional stylish pen with
hidden recording functionality
Very slim design and extremely
discreet – LED is off during
recording
Three (3) selectable recording
modes – manual video or motion
video both with audio
Pen has a motion detection video
recording option (not normally
standard on this type of device)
True resolution – 1280 x 720p (HD)
@ 30 frames per second
Time/Date stamp on all recordings
and snapshots
One touch video recording – quick
and easy to get recording. Flip
between straight record and
motion record by flicking a switch.
Recording format – micro SD (Max
128GB – 16GB supplied)
Video recording capacity – 2 hours
(16GB card) / 4 hours (32GB card)
/ 8 hours (64GB card)...

As well as video and audio, the Video/Voice Recoding pen has the
ability to take high-resolution snapshot photographs discreetly. When
activated in motion activated or continuous modes, all that is captured is
time and date stamped, which is ideal especially if you require recorded
footage for evidential purposes. Video footage can be p

Please note that more information available online.
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